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Here’s the scoop on former 
Gamecock basketball star’s boozy 
ice cream business

The Scoop on Proof

Former Gamecock basketball 
player scores again with PROOF 
alcohol ice cream
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An artisan ice cream company in Columbia, South 
Carolina, PROOF is changing the way people think about 
dessert.

Using proprietary formulas and production techniques, 
PROOF is handcrafted daily using top-shelf liquor as a 
key ingredient to create a savory end-product with an 
unmatched creamy consistency. 

Combining quality spirits and popular ice cream flavors, 
PROOF delivers a modern, indulgent taste experience in 
every bite.

With a dozen rotating flavors in our permanent and 
seasonal collections, we recommend enjoying our product 
directly from the container or as a complement to a more 
traditional dessert.

Trust us. The PROOF is in the taste.

T H I N K 
differently 
A B O U T 
D E S S E R T .



Born in Kentucky and made daily in Columbia, 
South Carolina, PROOF was the first alcohol ice 
cream of its kind to hit the market.

Founded by Jenn Randall-Collins, former women’s 
basketball player for the University of South Carolina, 
PROOF was developed from an old Kentucky custard 
recipe that had been shared among families for 
generations.

In addition to taste profile and product integrity, PROOF 
leads the growing dessert category in Federal and State 
Permitting compliance with a dedicated manufacturing 
facility and tamper-proof packaging. 

Alongside Jenn and business partner Dirk Brown, a 
creative and dedicated team of ice cream aficionados 
carries out day-to-day operations.

O U R  S T O R Y

“PROOF is a spirited 
indulgence made by 
a family of innovatively 
spirited people.”
Jenn Randall-Collins, Founder & CEO



An uncompromising mix of premium spirits and popular 
ice cream flavors, our patent-pending formula gives us 
the flexibility to work with a variety of liquors and the 
opportunity to consistently curate edgy new pairings that 
connect with our growing customer base. 

Our permanent or year-round collection features our most 
popular flavors, while our seasonal collection features 
specialty flavors available for a limited period of time 
during spring, summer, fall, and the winter holiday season.

PERMANENT COLLECTION
Mocha Chocolate moonshine
bourbon Caramel
Strawberry moonshine
SPRING & SUMMER COLLECTION
Cheesecake moonshine 
Coconut rum
Blackberry moonshine
FALL COLLECTION
Apple Pie moonshine
WINTER COLLECTION
Pistachio rum
Chocolate Cherry bourbon

Our products inspire life’s unique 
moments. They’re great for parties of 
any size—including parties of one.

O U R  P R O D U C T



F O R  M O R E 
I N F O R M A T I O N 
O N  P R O O F 

Contact Kim Bowman 
803-240-6642 
kim.bowman@liquorem.com

W h at  M a k e s  U s 
di f f e r ent

Female Founder – Jenn Randall-Collins

Made daily in Columbia, SC 

7% ABV / 14 PROOF

Proprietary formulas and production techniques 

Patent-pending process behind our creamy consistency 

Top-shelf liquor is a key ingredient 
rather than infused later in the process

Small-batch creation

We’re changing the way 
people think about dessert.
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Handcrafted daily using 
proprietary formulas and 

production techniques

Alcohol is a key ingredient— 
each pint is 7% ABV  
14 PROOF
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Founded cBY Jenn Randall-Collins 
Kentucky native & former University of South Carolina women’s basketball player

PROOF is an artisan Alcohol Ice 
Cream Company on a mission 
to change the way people think 
about dessert

headquartered in 
columbia, sc

Partner cWITH some of cTHE finest makers of 
bourbon, vodka, rum, 
moonshine cAND whiskey

Catering 
available for 

private parties 
and special 

events

A dozen rotating flavors 
in permanent cAND seasonal 

collections with new pairings 
in development year-round

Available online and in retail outlets in 
South Carolina & North Carolina— 

cAND poised for national distribution in 2020

Strawberry moonshine

Coconut rum

Mocha Chocolate moonshine

Apple pie moonshine
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